
API026 Closure Report 
Building on EdGEL - Interface Standardisation + Managing Change 
Project Overview 
Research into the Student Digital Experience has demonstrated how the standard Bootstrap UI model 
provided by EdGEL can facilitate consistency in websites and services across the University.  The same 
research also highlights how web standards must continually evolve in response to changing user 
expectations; EdGEL itself must therefore evolve.  Maintaining consistency across the services and 
applications we develop will become costly unless it is possible to efficiently update those services and 
applications to adopt new releases of EdGEL.  

Currently EdGEL is made available in one of two ways:      

• by downloading a static zip file containing the most recent release from the EdGEL website;       
• by referencing a Java package containing EdGEL in the IS Apps maven repository.  

The first mechanism does not support efficient, automatic updates to applications using EdGEL.  The 
second mechanism allows EdGEL to be included in a web application simply by adding a ‘dependency’ on 
the packaged EdGEL file.  When a new release of EdGEL becomes available, a simple change to the 
version number referenced in the dependency is enough to update the web application.  For Python, 
our other core development technology, there is no such automated, packaged EdGEL provision.  

This project will refine and document the automatic EdGEL build for Java applications, and provide 
equivalent EdGEL features for Python applications. Deliverables include:       

• refinements to the creation of the existing EdGEL Java package;       
• a mechanism for Python/Django applications to use a shared EdGEL package;       
• documentation on how to use both EdGEL packages;       
• a documented process to update EdGEL within Java & Python/Django packages when a new 

version of EdGEL is released; 
• at least one Python/Django application making use of the EdGEL package; 
• at least one update to the Python/Django EdGEL package following initial release.  

Making EdGEL available in an automated manner will ensure that services using EdGEL can minimise the 
cost of maintaining compliance with web standards as those standards change to meet the University’s 
evolving digital strategy. 
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• Riky Harris – Database and Systems Administrator 



Project Outcome 
Summary 
The main tasks covered by the aspects of this work relating to the API026 project are noted below. 

• Successful completion of 3 releases of the Python/Django EdGEL package, including:  
o creation of the Python/Django EdGEL package; 
o templating of menu structure elements of EdGEL for Python/Django; 
o templating of primary page components in EdGEL for Python/Django; 
o documentation for developers within the Python/Django EdGEL package; 
o basic tests within the Python/Django EdGEL package. 

• Piloting of v1 of the Python/Django EdGEL package within the HSS014 project. 
• Adoption of the Python/Django EdGEL package as part of our standard Python/Django 

application build. 
• Enhancement of the Python/Django EdGEL package, including changes to support the new 

University website search (UWP016) and GDPR cookie settings banner (UWP021). 
• Configuration of Nexus hosting to fully release the Python/Django EdGEL package. 
• Update of the existing Java EdGEL package to the most current release of EdGEL. 

Deliverables 
Python/Django 
The project delivered several versions of the Python/Django EdGEL package, which is now embedded as 
a standard part of all Python/Django applications built by Development Services. 

Related deliverables 
• Nexus hosting service configured to support Python/Django packages. 
• Several releases of the Python/Django EdGEL package, including templating to support the 

major EdGEL structure and page components, and documentation for developers.  See also the 
code repository for the Python/Django EdGEL package. 

• Wiki documentation, and documentation internal to the Python/Django EdGEL package, 
outlining its use. 

Java 
The project focused primarily on developing a Python/Django EdGEL package as there was no ongoing 
work in Java requiring EdGEL updates.  Currently the Notifications Backbone UI for the Notifications 
Service is the only Java project making use of the Java EdGEL package and it is not using the latest EdGEL 
version.  

Related deliverables 
• The existing Bamboo build plan (https://www.bamboo.is.ed.ac.uk/browse/UWS-EDGELWJ) was 

updated to push the Java package to the new Nexus service. 
• Using the above Bamboo build plan, a Java package representing the latest EdGEL release, 

currently 4.3.5, has been deployed to Nexus. 



Key Learning Points 
Successes 

• All of the Python/Django applications developed by IS Apps are easily able to make use of EdGEL 
styling via the Python/Django EdGEL package.  This is now part of our standard workflow for 
building new Python/Django applications.  Several applications have already been developed 
using the Python/Django EdGEL package since it was created. 

• The project was fortunate to kick off at a time when the INF123 project to set up our initial 
Python build standards was ongoing.  We were able to pool our resources across both projects 
to deliver a more fully functioning EdGEL package for Python/Django than we would have been 
able to achieve with the innovation funded project alone. 

• Excellent collaboration between Adrian Richardson, developing the Python/Django EdGEL 
package, and John Allison, piloting the package, which ironed out initial bugs/glitches. 

• Further good work by Adrian Richardson & Riky Harris in configuring the Nexus hosting service 
to support Python packages. 

• On several occasions since the inception of the innovation project, we’ve been able to make use 
of other projects.  For example, the UWP016 search project was used to further enhance the 
EdGEL package by adding search listing features.  Also, the UWP021 GDPR work involved adding 
support for a Cookie settings banner to EdGEL, and this was subsequently included in the EdGEL 
Python package.  In these cases, a small amount of time from the innovation fund project was 
used to update the Python EdGEL package. 

Outstanding Issues 
• Although both the Java and Python/Django EdGEL packages are now available on our Nexus 

hosting service, these artifacts are only available to applications we build internally as a 
username and password are required to access the Nexus repository.  This is not something that 
could be addressed within the timescales of this project, but there are plans afoot to modify 
access to Nexus, allowing us to share the EdGEL packages more easily with other parts of the 
University. 

• Although developer documentation is included within the Python/Django EdGEL package, the 
process for updating the Java and Python EdGEL packages when a new version of EdGEL appears 
has not been fully documented.  There is an EdGEL booking under the ITS031 project in 
December 2018; the documentation on this process is straightforward and will be picked up as 
part of that work. 

Recommendations for Future Work 
• As any developers work on future versions of EdGEL, the Java and Python EdGEL packages 

should be updated in line with those changes.  This process will be smoother when the package 
update process is documented, as noted under Outstanding Issues. 

• As we evolve our Python Django toolset, new templates to extend the EdGEL Python package 
should be added when the need arises.  This is something that should be relatively easy now 
that we have lots of examples in the package which developers can use as a basis for future 
templates. 


